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Fluid Round Ceiling
DESCRIPTION
Flowing water gets frozen in time in the Fluid Round ceiling
fixture by Tech Lighting. The Fluid is created by pouring molten
glass into a construed mold, then letting it cool, finally a fire
polishing process creates the glossy sleek finish. Hardly
appearing the same way twice, depending on the angle
observed, this simple piece seems to change at every angel.
The Fluid Round is available in two distinct sizes, small and
large, and is available in three ontrend hardware finishes. The
Fluid Round is ideal for bathroom lighting, hallway lighting and
closet lighting and can be mounted either on the wall or ceiling.
Your choice of LED lamping ships with the Fluid Round saving
you time and money, both lamping options are fully dimmable
to create the desired ambiance in your special space. The
unique and elegant look of the piece changes at every angle
based on how light hits the surface of the glass. May be
mounted on the ceiling or wall. Available in three lamp
configurations: incandescent, fluorescent, and LED. Large
incandescent includes two 120 volt, 40 watt G9 base halogen
lamps; Small incandescent includes one 120 volt 40 watt G9
base halogen lamp; Large fluorescent includes two 13 watt
2GX7 base twin tube lamps and electronic ballast; Large LED
includes one 23 watt, 1143 net lumen, LED module; Small LED
includes one 12 watt, 472 net lumen LED module.
Incandescent version dimmable with a standard incandescent
dimmer (not included). LED version dimmable with lowvoltage
electronic dimmer (not included). Suitable for wet locations.
ADA compliant.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
2.53lb / 1.131.36kg ±
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LAMP

LED
LED277
LED3
LED3277

INCANDESCENT 120V (T20)
LED 90 CRI 2700K 120V
LED 90 CRI 2700K 277V
LED 90 CRI 3000K 120V
LED 90 CRI 3000K 277V

Compact fluorescent lamp option available only with Large Size.
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